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Reasons for the Decision

The Office of Film and Literature Classification (Classification Office) examined the
publication and recorded the confents in an examination transcript. A written
consideration of the legal criteria was undertaken. This document provides the reasons for
the decision.

Submission procedure:

‘The Chief Censor called in the publication and submitted it for classification on 28 April
2021 under $13(3) of the Films, Videos, and Publications Classification Act 1993 (FVPC Act)

‘TheSecretary for Internal Affairs was nofified of the submission on 6 May 2021. As a person
with an interest in the classification they were informed of their right fo make written
submissions on the classification. The closing date for written submissions was 26 May 2021.
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The first half (Books 1 and 2) of the publication presents Breivik's conspiratorial far-right
world view through the wrifings of his favoured counter-jihadists and anti-Islamists. He.
believes Europe is facing an existential threat due fo the influx of Muslims. He includes
selective accounts of history and a variety of misrepresented stafistics fo lend credibility fo
the claims made in the document. The key components of Breivik's extremist ideology can
be summarised as Islamophobia, far-right nationalism, antifeminism and militant
Christianity

The third book, which represents half the document, is largely concerned with Breivik's
proposed solufion - a violent conservative revolution that plays ifself out in three phases. It
begins with a lengthy disclaimer, which Brevik states is included as security so the reader
can distribute the document without fear of prosecution. The section includes a wide range
of tactical, strategic, and practical advice for anyone who wants fo follow Breivik's
example.

Breivik also outlines his visions for the future in a collection of musings that amount fo over
100 pages. He imagines a conservative, patriarchal, mono-cultural Europe that practices a
version of militant Christianity focused on societal cohesion rather than religious doctrine or
devotion. His view is that everyone living in Europe will have fo conform to these ideals or
be forcibly deported elsewhere.

A number of chapters towards the end of Book 3 are incomplete and marked with
statements such as “Under Construction’, ‘Rough Draft’, and “Not Edited". Breivik viewed
the publication as a work in progress that others could add fo and improve on.

Aloose diary/personal log and a lengthy Q&A section complete Book 3. The Q&A material
is a rehash of Breivik's ideology, conviction, and visions for the future presented as if he
were an aspirational leader being unveiled to an adoring public. Insights info his personal

history appear fo be fabricated, exaggerated and misrepresented fo cast him in a highly
flattering light.

The document ends with a collectionof ‘professional photo-shopped glamour
photographs, which Breivik hoped would inspire his intended audience and be used by
media and the authorities.

Consultations and written submissions

There are many publications freely available on the internet and elsewhere written by
terrorists and mass murderers seeking fo glorify themselves and their actions. The.
Classification Office has not sought fo proactively classify such documents for many
reasons including not wanting fo bring undue attention to them and because they are not
directly linked to New Zealand in any significant way. The Oslo Manifesto represented one
such publication until the events of 15 March 2019. The Royal Commission Report info the
Christchurch mosque attacks refers extensively fo the Oslo Manifesto, and the influential
ole it played in theferrorist’s actions. This prompted us fo conduct a formal classification.

Dealing with historic publications, like the Oslo Manifesto, in a digital world is complex and
difficult. We currently operate within a 30-year-old legislative framework that was
designed to deal with the world of physical media. This world no longer exists. The
potentially high criminal penalties that apply to those intentionally creating and distributing
content can now, therefically, apply fo those sharing a web page (thereby distributing the
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publication). The creators, hosts and digital distributors of harmful content are often in
other countries, making enforcement against them, in some cases, difficult or impossible.

The ‘classification paradox’:

‘The Classification Office often faces a ‘classification paradox’ in dealing with this type of
material: what obligations of public information/iransparency apply alongside a
classification decision that renders fhe sharing or simple possession of such material a
criminal act?

In the case of the material related to the Christchurch mosque attacks, the Classification
Office highlighted the decisions in a very public way. We recognise that, without this clear
public messaging, many membersof the public would be at risk of continuing fo possess
and distribute the material with litle or no understanding that what they were doing was a
criminal act.

Subsequent decisions on promotional livestreams and associated documents (such as in
the case of the attacks in Halle, Germany in 2019) werealso made very rapidly, and with
public announcements. In some other cases, however, a decision has been made not fo
“callin, classify, and publicise the material ~ because an assessment was made that there
was litle public awareness of, and low levels of interest in, the videos, images or
documents in question. In calling in, classifying, and announcingdecisionsaround some of
this material, the publicity self could draw attention to, and effectively increase the
potential audience for, the publications.

Its possible fo classify publications without publicity, but this places innocent members of
public at risk of unwittingly possessing an objectionable publication. TheClassification
Office is not responsible for enforcement but we take info account the possible impacts of
decisions we make under s 3(4) of the FVPC Act, particularly where decisions may have the
effect of criminalising possession of material that New Zealanders may believe is lawful,

A balancing act:

This type of publication raises complex freedom of expression and harm issues. The public
may legitimately be interested in understanding a perpetrator’s rationale, but we also
know that many of these publications are intended to provide inspiration and guidance for
supporters fo follow.

We decided fo carry outa series of consultations fo better inform this classification and the
difficult balancing exercise it presents. We consulted minority and religious groups and
sought the views of organisations in the tech sector and those in online environments,
where we know this document will confinue fo exist regardless of any formal classification
in New Zealand. We also wanted fo gain some insight in how we should deal with this type
of material in the future.

‘The consultation was targeted due fo the sensitive nature of the topic and fo minimise
amplifying the content or encouraging people to seek out if out. We consulted with
members of the Muslim, Jewish and Christian faiths, the National Council of Women of NZ
(NCWN2), academics, the tech sector, a survivorof the Oslo attacks and a group of young
people. We also received written submissions from NCWNZ and the New Zealand Catholic
Bishops Conference.
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Our written submission form contained 10 questions that provided an opportunity to
respond fo all aspects of the consultation. Our consultation workshops fook place between
July and September 2021. They followed the same 10-question framework, but frequently
broadened to discuss matters of specific interest fo those present. We have briefly
summarised fhe consensus view of our consultees and submitters below. A more thorough
analysis of their responses is in our consultation report.

1. Awareness - did you already know about this publication?
All those who took part in the consultations knewofthe publication but to varying
degrees. Some had been aware of it following the Oslo attacks and others became
aware of it as a result of the Royal Commission Report into the Christchurch mosque
affacks.

2. Who do you think is the intended audience and are they likely fo be influenced by if?
There was a general consensus that the publication is aimed af disaffected men who
believe in extreme far right ideologies.

3. Do you think the availability of this publication in Aotearoa New Zealand is harmful or
dangerous?
Most believed there was clear evidence that the publicationhasalready caused harm
in Aotearoa New Zealand. Some talked specifically about the role that the publication
played in the Christchurch mosque attacks (as outlined in the Royal Commission
Report) as evidence of the harmful and dangerous impact it has had.

4. Availability - is there any value or importance in this document being publicly
available?
There were two general points of view in response fo this question. Some thought it
should remain in the public domain (as it has done for the last 10 years) so that the
issues can be debated and discussed. Others thought is should be made objectionable
but exemptions need fo be available it the publication was required for research
purposes.

5. What would be the impact on your community if it were banned?
As documented in the answer fo the previous question many felt strongly that
publication needed to be made available for legifimate research and reporting
purposes if it were made objectionable. Young people were particularly concerned
about the availability of extremist material ike the Oslo Manifesto on social media
platforms. They felt making this typeofmaterial objectionable would be a positive step
in preventing young people from being radicalised.

6. What aboutifit were fo be age restricted e.g. RI?
There was little appeite from responders fo age restricting this publication. Most felt
that the intended audience and the majority of those likely fo act and perpetrate the
violence expressed within it were over the age of 18. A number of responders felt there
shouldbe a range of tailored classifications between R18 and objectionable.

7. Banning or age-restricting this publication would limit freedomofexpression ~ when
could this be justified?
A common theme expressed by those responding to the consultation was that
freedom of speech or expression comes with responsibilities and trade-offs. Many.
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depict, describe or deal with, one of the matters listed in s3(2) for it to be deemed to be
objectionable under that provision.

The Classification Office has considered all of the matters in s3(2). The relevant matter is:

$320 actsofforture or the inficion ofextreme violence or extreme cruely.

‘The Classification Office has carefully considered whether the publication promotes or
supports or tends fo promote or support acts of forture or the infliction of extreme violence
or extreme cruelty.

Some may argue that the Oslo Manifesto cannot be separated from the Oslo attacks,
which resulted in the death of 77 individuals and serious injury of many others. The attack
on Utoya undoubtedly involved countless acts of extreme violence and cruelty.

While the document justifies the Oslo attacks and calls forfurther acts of violence that may
well result in similar death and destruction, there are no defailed descriptions or depictions
of these acts. The violence that the Oslo Manifesto promotes is set within the wider
promotion of crime and terrorist violence in support of an extremist agenda. Full
consideration of these contextual factors requires application of both 553(3) and 3(4) of the
FVPC Act and is no possible with the application of s3(2) alone.

Accordingly, the Classification Office has not deemed the publication objectionable under
53(2) of the FVPC Act.

Matters fo be given particular weight:

Section 3(3) of the FVPC Act deals with the matters that the Classification Office must give
particular weight fo in determining whether or nof any publication (other than a
publication fo which subsection (2) of this section applies) is objectionable or must, in
accordance with section 23(2), be given a classification other than objectionable.

The Classification Office has considered all the matters in s3(3). The matters relevant fo the.
publication are:

S330) the extent and degree fo which, and the manner in which, the publication
promotes or encourages criminal acts or ctsofterrorism.

Brevik sets out the purpose of the publication in his introduction:

The compendium/book presents advanced ideological, practical, tactical, organisational
and rheforical solufions and strategies for all patriofic-minded individuals/movements.
The book will beofgreat interest fo you whether you are @ moderate or a more
dedicated culfural conservaive/nationalist

[About the compendium - 2083: page Ti

He adds:

1 am 100% certain that the distribution of this compendium fo a large portion of European
patriofs wil coniribute fo ensure our victory in the end. Because within these fhree books lies
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he fools required fo win the ongoing Western European cultural war.

{About the compendium - 2083: page 12]

“The first half of the publication presents the justification for the Oslo attacks and establishes
Breivik's conspiratorial far-right nationalist worldview.

The crux of Breivik's ideology is a deep aversion fo Islam, which i framed as a totalitarian
hate ideology defined by conquest, slavery, and genocide. Islam and Europe have
supposedly been engaged in a grand civiisational struggle that has been going on for
centuries:

Islamic scholarship divides he world info two spheres of influence, the House of Islam (dar
al-Islam) and fhe House of War (dar al-harb). Islam means submission, andso the House of
Islam includes those nations fhat have submitted to Islamic rule, whichis o say those
naions ruled by Sharia law. The rest of the world, which has not accepted Sharia law and
Sois not in a tate of submission, exiss in a state of rebellion or wor wih the will of Allah. Itis
incumbent on dar al-Islam fo make war upon dar al-harb unfi such fime that all nations
submit to the will of Allah and accept Sharia law.

[14 Review:Religion of Peace? Islam's war against the world - Islam 101: page 78]

The modern migration of Muslims fo Europe is classified as the “third wave of jihad.
Breivik claims that Muslims are stealthily waging “demographic warfare” and will
inevitably supplant indigenous White Christian populations and their culture. Violent jihad
and the “dhimmitude” (subjugation) of non-Muslims is presented as central fo Islam:

The doctrine of Islam s clear on these points as are fhe adherents of the so-called “religion
of peace”. Jihad i a responsibilty for al Muslims. It is the command of both Allah and
Mohammed. Mulsims [sic] who do Jihad are “good” Muslims because they follow the
commands of Allah and Mohammed; those who do not do jihad are “extremists” because
they reject the commands of the doctrine of Islam. Those who reject jihad are perfect
fodder for jihadists because they are not “good” Muslims. This concept must be understood
clearly. Our conceptions of good/evilright/wrong do nof apply in fhe Islamic worldview.

224 Ignorance and Multiculturalism must be destroyed: page 408]

Revisionist accounts of historical conflicts and modern day violence are misrepresented as
acts of militant jhadism and all part of a grand plan fo convert the world to Islam. The
Crusades are recast as heroic defensive expeditions that successfully repelled the Muslim
invaders.

The grandiose presentation of history as a Manichean clash of religious ideologies is a
‘well-established tactic adopted by other terrorist publications - Dabig and Inspire present
the same theme from an Islamic terrorism perspective. The official file of the Oslo
Manifesto references the 400"anniversary of the Battle of Vienna - victory that is
celebrated within the counter-jihadi movement. Christian armies ended the siege of
Vienna in 1683 and stopped the Ottomans from marching into central Europe (the second
wave of jihad). Breivik foresees a similar victory in 2083 for the revolution he seeks fo
inspire. The Oslo Manifesto effectively presents Breivik' ideology and the violence he
advocates as the latest chapter in a righteous, ongoing struggle.

Breivikis convinced that Europe will succumb to Islam when Muslim populations exceed
50-60% of the total population. Population statistics are unscientifically and erroneously
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discourseas a crifique of Islam, rather than of any race or people. He urges his supporters
and far-right activists fo avoid the use of words such as White supremacy’ and ‘race’ to
appeal to as many people as possible.

Despite the clear discriminatory and misogynistic basis for the document, it cannot fairly be
said fo convincingly promote the nofion that members of any race, religion, or ethnic group
are inferior. Nor does it convincingly promote the notion that women are inferior. The
document demonises Islam and feminism in an obvious, unsublle effort fo present them as
credible and convincing threats. Only those who already share Breivik's worldview and
those who are vulnerable to radicalisation are likely fo find the pronouncements contained
in the Oslo Manifesto convincing

Additional matters to be considered:

$3(4)(a) The dominant effect of the publication as a whole.

The Oslo Manifestois a bloated, dense, and lengthy document that is parly a
compendium of pseudo-intellectual texts that reflect a conspiratorial far-right worldview,
partly a narcissistic, aggrandised autobiography, parlly a tool for radicalisation, partly an
instructional manual for terrorist violence, and parly a declarationofwar.

The publication sets out Breivik's justification for the Oslo attacks as an act of self-defence
against an existentiol threat facing his people and culture, and strives to inspire others to
follow his example. It goes far beyond the expression of hateful, but protected political
speech, and into the sphere of promotional terrorist propaganda that has already been
shown fo be inspirational and influential.

The document demands a high level of engagement and effort from the reader that will
be beyond most people. However, the engagement and effort required can also work fo
enhance the uptake of the publication's message by creating a level of investment by the
reader. Alternatively, an invested reader can choose to direct their attention fo specific
sections, such as the instructional material, and disregard the rest of the document.

S3(4)(b) The impactof the medium in which the publication is presented

S3(4)(d) The persons, classes of persons, or age groups of the persons fo whom the.
publication is intended or is likely fo be made available

and

S3(4)(e) The purpose for which the publication is intended fo be used

Breivik viewed the Oslo attacks as a ‘markefing operation” and a “book launch” for the
Oslo Manifesto. He believed the distribution of the document “was one of the most
important motives for the operation” and asked for it to be distributed widely amongst
“patriots”. Breivik claims the publication “currently offers the most comprehensive database
of solution oriented subjects” and made this appeal fo his audience - “please help us and
help yourself, your family and friends by contributing to spread the tools which will ensure
our victory: for the fruth must be known.”

‘Whilst itis always difficult fo ascertain the level of influence a document may have had on
the actions of an individual, the Royal Commission Report makes if clear that the
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perpetrator of the Christchurch mosque attacks followed the instructional advice provided
in the Oslo Manifesto'o a significant degree. Similarly, Christopher Hansson, a US Coast
Guard Lieutenant pleaded guilty fo federal weapons and drugs charges in the US in
October 2019. The evidence against him indicated tha the strategic, tactical, and
instructional advice contained in the Oslo Manifesto was highly influential in his ferroristic
plot to exact refribution on minorities and those he considered traitors.

While the publication is unlikely to be persuasive or harmful to most adult readers, there is
a high risk of i persuading some disaffected individuals who are susceptible fo the way it
promotes terroristic violence. The very real possibility that even a small number of
individuals may be persuaded fo act on Breivik's message, as has already happened,
creates a real level of risk fo the safety and security of all New Zealanders.

The publication has been freely available on the internet as a PDF document since it was
emailed to approximately 1000 contacts by Brevik on 22 July 2011. A pledge by the major
tech companies in 2021 fo reduce the availabilty of far-right manifestos on their platforms
means the document is less likely fo be available on mainstream sites in the future.

S3(4)(c) The character of the publication, including any merit value, or importance it has in
relation fo literary, artistic, social, cultural, educational, scientific, or other matters

The publication contains fhe stated justification for the Oslo attacks. It forms an integral
part of the atrocities that were committed on 22 July 201 and provides vital contextual
information in relation fo them. The document is likely fo be of ongoing inferest fo
academic researchers, analysts, and journalists seeking to inform the public. These parties
wil fll have access fo the publication in New Zealand through the s44 exemption process
if the publication is classified objectionable.

With regards to the merit, value, or importance fo the general public, the publication has
not been constructed in a way that provides a useful reference for ordinary New
Zealanders seeking fo understand the circumstances of the Oslo attacks or far-right
extremism in general. Moreover, the document is neither a genuine political freafise nor a
significant historical document, such as Mein Kampf, that has value in being available in
the public domain despite expressing views that most will find abhorrent.

Some of our consultees expressed an opinion that having hateful, offensive and potentially
harmful ideas and documents available for the public fo debate and discredit was possibly
more desirable than making them objectionable. By making documents objectionable we
could effectively inflate their status, make them more desirable, and therefore likely fo have
worse effects. Countering this position another of our consultees stated that it s easier for
hatred to spread than it is for it fo be challenged in our increasingly polarised communities.
This is especially true on social media platforms and the closed insular forums fhat exist on
the internet. Many said it was important fo fake a stand, especially with material thot
exhorted the reader fo carry out acts of violence against vulnerable minority communities.

Our consultations also raised an interesting perspective on the differential treatment of
terroristic propaganda produced by the far right compared with material produced
Islamic extremists. The implication being there is a fendency fo favour free speech
arguments for material produced by far-right extremists compared with material
produced by Islamic terrorists. We note that a number of Islamic terrorist publications, such
as Dabig and Inspire, which have been banned for many years are functionally very
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significant injuries to the public good arising directly from the publication's continued
availabilty.

The Classification Office considered imposing a tailored restriction fo allow researchers,
analysts and journalists access fo the publication. However a restricted classification is
inconsistent with the classification of, and degreeofharm associated with, similar
promotional material from other known terrorist sources. Furthermore, a tailored restriction
could introduce uncertainty and may reduce the effectiveness of the classification as a
profective measure for the New Zealand public.

Those who believe they have a legitimate interest in possessing the publication may lodge
an application with the Chief Censor for an exemption under 544 of the FVPC Act.

Date: No nofice of decision has been issued

For the Classification Office (signed)
Tested

Note:
You may apply to have this publication reviewed under s47 of the FVPC Act if you are
dissatisfied with the Classification Office's decision.

Copyright Office of Film and Literature Classification. This document may not be
reproduced in whole or in part by any means in any form without written permission
except for brief quotations embodied in articles, reports or reviews.
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